
FrameLectorTM is a workflow integrated (jobDBTM, mediARCTM) or standalone (Pico)  
ingest client that provides a simple and intuitive user interface for efficient and 
quality controlled mass transcription of video tapes.
As an easy-to-use ingest tool that combines built-in shot detection and a mathemati-
cally lossless open-source recording/mezzanine format in either 8bit or 10bit, 
FrameLectorTM allows users to capture SD material – along with its required metadata 
such as VITC and LTC timecode – without compromising quality. Other features  
include remote control and an infinitely scalable multi-stream parallel solution with 
complete previewing.
FrameLectorTM is the result of NOA’s experience with large video migration projects 
successfully accomplished in the past and provides transcription quality information 
based upon multiple parameters including RF logging via a dedicated hardware.

The hardware supports two parallel ingest sources and connects peripherals through 
SDI. A separate customized NOA hardware (VTRi) provides RS422, RS232, and RF 
readout via a simple USB connection.

The SD-Video Ingest Module for Archives
FrameLector

FrameLectorTM displaying relevant SDI source  
information and descriptive metadata about timecode 
and quality of recorded content on one single screen.

TECHNICAL SPECS

 Æ  2 separate PAL/NTSC inputs via SD-SDI 625i25,  
 SMPTE 259M, 10 bit, BNC

 Æ Output: (workflow engine output) 
 AVI container 
 PAL/NTSC resolution: 
 720 x 576 / 720 x 480 
 720 x 608 / 720 x 502 (VITC) 

 Æ Mezzanine video codec:   
 HuffYUV / FFvHuff for 8bit/10bit YUV422

 Æ Final Archive Format (e.g. IMX D-10, FFV1,   
 DVCPro50) rendered via PicoService  
 or MediaButler.

 Æ Supported Formats: see MediaButler and PicoService
 Æ Audio codec: PCM 24 bit/48 kHz
 Æ Time code support: LTC, native VITC
 Æ Play while record
 Æ Shot Detection
 Æ Top tail trimming after recording
 Æ Connects to workflow system jobDBTM & mediARCTM
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RF Traces plotted during ingest, indicating problematic 
transfer (e.g. due to damaged tape or smeared reading 
head of VTR).



N6080 FrameLector WORKSTATION

VTRi HARDWARE

FEATURES

Remote controlling of VTRs using Sony 9-pin protocol

Read-out of Sony Interactive Status Report protocol 
while ingest (information of audio/video condition 
and errors)

Read-out of RF-levels from the VTR tape while ingest 
via the separately delivered VTRiS modules

VTRi control via FrameLectorTM over one connection 
(compatible with USB1.1 and USB2.0)

FEATURES

Analog and digital sources - SD material archiving in 
4:2:2, (720 x 576, 720 x 608), 8/10 bit

Lossless digitization  in open-source archive formats 
(HuffYUV, FFvHuff)

Target production formats chosen via MediaButler (see 
MediaButler product sheet)

Built-in shot detection

ISR and RF Logging towards Diagnostics trace

USB Extension box for RF-signals/RS422/RS232*

Multichannel audio up to eight channels 
in 48 kHz/24 bit

Fully workfl ow-integrated video archiving client

Connects to jobDBTM and mediARCTM ProcessorHost

Support as standalone ingestsystem with PicoService

Dual-channel ingest system on one workstation

Multipreview of incoming streams and 
large preview in RGB mode

Optional annotation during recording

Play while record

MultiChannel (2/4/8ch) Audio Monitoring 
to standard stereo output

Automatic TimeCode marker function 
via TC Cue List import

Option for setting different TC References (VITC/LTC)

Fully automated metadata collection of 
processing parameter

Archive conform VITC readout over 
VBI area picture analysis

Ingest parameter setup via DTD
 
Local HDD recording and transfer via FileMover to 
GeneralPublicPath (GPP) of jobDBTM or mediARCTM 
for retranscoding

Technical specs
 Æ Rackmounted 4U low noise Host 
QuadCore Processor

 Æ Dual Graphic Card
 Æ 10/100/1000 Mbit Connection
 Æ 2x 500 GB 10k drives (recording)
 Æ 1x 128 GB SSD drive (system)
 Æ English Win7 version installed
 Æ 2-channel OEM SDI Videocard included

FrameLector

FrameLector 

*RF Logging is currently not available for Color-Under VTRs, 
ISR is available on machines featuring the ISR™ logo.
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Connecting VTRs to the VTRi hardware for remote control 
and ISR/RF readout in FrameLector.


